In this paper dynamic properties of low-alloy boron steels – Hardox 500, B27 and HTK 900H in delivered state (after hardening and tempering) are considered. Charpy V-notch (CVN) test results in connection with fractography in the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature region were analyzed. Obtained from CVN test the impact transition curve, not always predicts properly a behavior of materials in conditions of dynamic loading. So an analyze of character of fracture helps to evaluate the real behavior of materials. Tested samples were cut out longitudinally in relation to cold work direction. The results of CVN test for selected steels, in temperatures: –40°C, –20°C, 0°C and +20°C are presented. Regarding ductile-to-brittle transition temperature, there is a significant difference taking into account values of Charpy V energy absorbed and a character of fracture.
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resistance to abrasive wear in combination with high mechanical properties, that are obtained through the homogeneity of the structure throughout the whole cross-section of the steel sheet. Homogeneity structure is obtained through a strictly-selected chemical composition, depended on the thickness of the steel sheet, that includes micro-addition of boron, low quantities of phosphorus and sulfur and through heat treatment or thermomechanical treatment. Producing process of steels with a high yield point and high strength may simultaneously lead to a significant reduction of ductility, especially at low temperatures.

Due to above considerations, mainly for the steel, there are many uncertainties in predicting the behavior of materials with the desired structure under dynamic loads. The criterion, that is most commonly used for limiting the possibility of use of any structural material, is a temperature of ductile-to-brittle transition. A common criterion for determining of brittleness threshold of structural steels is the adoption of some arbitrary value of the impact work or the impact strength. Often for structural steels it is amount equal to 35 J/cm² [3]. It is assumed that the criterion of impact strength corresponds to the occurrence of fracture in the mid-brittle and mid-ductile. However, this assumption is not always reliable, hence, the use of fractographic analysis allows to uniquely refer to the type and character of fracture.

The article studies focus on both, the analysis of the results of Charpy V-notch (CVN) test in connection with the analysis of obtained fracture. Moreover, the study is focused on a comparative analysis, in terms of impact properties and fractographic features of steel Hardox 500, HTK 900H and B27. The manufacturers produce Hardox 500 and HTK 700H steels that have undergone heat treatment, including quenching or quenching and tempering at low temperatures, while steel B27 is intended for heat treatment performing by their user. Structure in delivery state of B27 steel characterizes band distribution of ferrite and pearlite. After taking into account the purpose of the application of steel B27, this steel was heat-treated analogical to heat-treatment of steel Hardox 500 and HTK 900H, namely, quenched after austenitization at 930°C and as well tempered at 200°C.

2. Analysis of chemical composition

Chemical composition analysis was performed with a spectral method using glow discharge spectrometer GDS-750-QDP of LECO, using the following parameters: \( U = 1250 \text{ V}, I = 45 \text{ mA} \), argon. The results were the average values of five measurements of chemical composition. Table 1 summarizes the results of the spectral analysis of the chemical composition of tested steels for sheet plates with a thickness of 8 and 10 mm.

Chemical composition analysis showed that the vast majority of the actual amounts of alloying elements are slightly lower than given by the manufacturers of the tested steel. Exceptions are slightly higher contents of chromium and silicon in steel B27. Generally, considered carbon content in the analyzed material is in the range 0.17-0.21%. The hardenability of tested steels was increased by introducing alloying elements such as chromium, nickel, manganese, molybdenum, and particularly boron. The presence of boron in the composition at an alloy value (0.0007÷0.001%) is a common feature of these steels. A content of nickel from 0.046 to about 0.11% is added to reduce the temperature of austenitizing and lower temperature of transition of the material to a brittle state. Carbide forming elements such as Cr, Mo, Ti, V, delay the start of diffusion processes, thus increasing the hardenability of the steel. In order to enhance this effect is often used molybdenum and chromium in combining. The presence of molybdenum in the steel composition is even more important that the chromium (and nickel and manganese with its presence) causes an increased in brittleness of the steel after tempering process. Aluminum and titanium were used as micro-alloying elements for the binding of nitrogen and to prevent of austenite grains growth during heat treatment. In addition, characteristic feature of analyzed steel is reduced content of harmful additives, such as sulfur (0.002÷0.005%) and phosphorus (0.007÷0.010%). Based on the contents of individual alloying elements, it can be concluded that analyzed steels belong to the group of low-alloy steel with boron [50-10].

3. Microstructural analysis

Light microscopy (LM) analysis of the microstructure was performed using a microscope NEOPHOT 32. It was used the magnification in range 25×÷2000×. Registration of the microstructures was performed with a digital camera Visithron Systems with software Spot Advanced. Observations at higher magnifications, and microanalysis of chemical composition, morphology, and nature of the phases were made using a scanning electron microscope (SEM), JSM-5800LV Jeol coupled with X-ray micro-analyzer Oxford Link ISIS-300. Accelerating
voltage used during the research was 20 and 25 kV. Observations of the microstructures were carried out in material contrast using SE and BSE detectors. Before microscopic observations the specimens were sputtered with the amorphous carbon. The results of microscopic analysis are shown at Figs. 1÷3.

Fig. 1. Microstructure of steel Hardox 500 in delivery condition [1]: a) LM; b) SEM. Etched with 3%HNO₃

Fig. 2. Microstructure of steel B27 after hardening and tempering at 200°C [2]: a) LM; b) SEM. Etched with 3%HNO₃

In the delivery state, steel Hardox 500 is characterized by a homogeneous structure of tempering martensite with large number of precipitates of carbide phases distributed primarily within the martensite laths (Fig. 1). In addition, the areas in which the former austenite grain boundaries are reflected can be distinguished. During the study with using the methods of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and diffractograms analysis of tested steel it was showed the presence of large number of carbide phases type [2] MoC, Cr₂C₃, Cr₁₇C₆, Cr₃C₂ and borides type M₂₃B₆. Carbide phases were located mainly inside, but only sometimes on the borders of martensite laths. In areas with carbide phases there were also observed significantly higher density of dislocations.

In the delivery state, steel HTK 900H is also characterized by a structure of tempering martensite with low number of precipitates of carbide phases (Fig. 3b). Moreover, some areas with a bainitic structure and ferrite grains were found (Fig. 3a). In the case of steel HTK 900H the study using transmission electron microscopy TEM were not performed.

4. Impact strength results

Impact strength tests were carried out using the Charpy impact test (KV150) according to standard PN-EN 10045-1. Samples were taken longitudinally to the direction of plastic forming of materials. In order to determine the curve of ductile-to-brittle transition, the impact work was determined for the following temperatures: –40°C, –20°C, 0°C and +20°C. The strength results are shown graphically in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Changes in impact strength of tested steel in a function of temperature [1,2,4]: (D) – delivery state, (H+T) – state after hardening and tempering
The tested materials are characterized through different resistance to brittle fracture, that in many application has fundamental meaning. Comparing the obtained values of impact work of the examined steels, it can be considered that the steel HTK 900H was characterized through a lowest value of impact strength at each temperature of the test. The impact strength of this steel in delivery condition at a temperature range of test from –40°C to +20°C was 33÷46 J/cm², however, any sharp decline in the toughness of the steel wasn’t noted. Taking the criterion of minimum impact strength equal to 35 J/cm², this steel meets this criterion in delivery state at temperatures of 20°C and –20°C. However, at temperatures of 0°C and –40°C, the impact strength of this steel was 33 J/cm² and was not much lower than the taken criterion. Steel B27 after hardening and tempering and steel Hardox 500 in delivery condition are characterized by similar values of impact strength. In contrast to steel HTK 900H, the values of impact strength of these steels meet the criterion cited throughout the whole range of test temperatures.

5. Fractographic analysis

Figs. 5 and 6 summarize the macroscopic view of fractures of tested steels at temperatures of +20°C and –40°C for delivery state and after heat treatment. Figs. 7÷12 show representative images of fracture surfaces of investigated steels obtained using scanning electron microscope.

5.1. Steel Hardox 500 – fracture at temperatures of +20°C and –40°C

Fractures of test samples of steel Hardox 500, after test at temperature of +20°C have ductile character (Fig. 7). Their structure has characteristic morphology of cavities with different diameter, ie. about 25 and 5 μm. Most frequently in cavities with a larger diameter is noticed the presence of the precipitates of carbide phases. In case of investigated steel significantly larger area is occupied by cavities about the size of 5 μm. In some grains there can be visible some areas of cleavage fracture. This type of fracture of the steel reduces its toughness and impact strength, but nevertheless allows to achieve a relatively high its level of 60 J/cm². Fracture of samples of steel Hardox 500, after the impact test at temperature of –40°C has cleavage character (Fig. 8). However, there can be distinguish several areas of ductile fracture. This type of fractures in case of steel Hardox 500 allows to achieve relatively high value of impact strength amounting to 47 J/cm² [1,12].
5.2. Steel B27 – fracture at temperatures of +20°C and –40°C

The view of fracture of steel B27 under mechanical notch at temperature of +20°C was shown at Fig. 9a. Characteristic for this fracture is cavity surface with various size of the holes, as a results of various size, relatively rarely distributed intermetallic precipitates. The middle zone of fracture of the steel B27 presents ductile character with small areas of facets (Fig. 9b). The areas of the small facets are connected through plastic deformation, and between them there are formed plastic substructures, which indicates to a large plastic deformation during the formation of the fracture.

![Fig. 9. Microscopic view of fracture of steel B27 after hardening and tempering [2]: a) zone under mechanical notch; b) central zone. Test temperature: +20°C, non-etched state, SEM](image)

Impact strength of steel B27 at lowest temperature of the test is higher than the value of 35 J/cm² at which the transition ductile – to – brittle takes place, however, the character of fracture changed slightly. Relatively large plastic lateral areas and as well zones under mechanical notch (Fig. 10a) represent ductile fracture with cavities with different diameters. The central zone is a fracture defined as quasi-cleavage (Fig. 10b). This kind of fracture is formed by cleavage cracks in small local areas and their connection in one cracking surface due to plastic deformation. Although these facets are similar to cleavage facets due to the presence of river pattern, the identification of crystallographic planes is almost impossible. Bridges of quasi-cleavage facets have developed topography, which also indicates to a large plastic deformation during their creation. Thus received facets are small, with no clear boundaries. This kind of fracture providing a significant reserve of ductility of the steel and can be considered as not exceeding the brittleness threshold till the temperature of –40°C. Characteristic feature of quasi-cleavage is furthermore transition of faults of secondary cleavage into bridges surrounding the facets. Characteristic features of ductile fracture as cavities can be also noticed [2].

5.3. Steel HTK 900H – fracture at temperatures of +20°C and –40°C

Near to mechanical notch of the steel HTK 900H occurs ductile fracture with characteristic cavity structure (Fig. 11a). In large but relatively shallow holes are visible brittle precipitations of intermetallic phases, which were initiators of the crack. Towards into central zone ductile fracture becomes to the mostly brittle fracture. Central zone has developed topography, with many faults (Fig. 11b). In addition, it can be noticed characteristic rivers patterns characteristic for a brittle fracture.

![Fig. 10. Microscopic view of fracture of steel B27 after hardening and tempering [2]: a) zone under mechanical notch; b) central zone. Test temperature: -40°C, non-etched state, SEM](image)

In temperature of –40°C character of fracture does not change significantly. Near to mechanical notch of steel occurs ductile fracture with small, vestigial areas of brittle fracture (Fig. 12a). Middle zone of fracture of investigated steel is a quasi-cleavage fracture with developed topography (Fig. 12b).
Areas between the facets have features of ductile fracture, what indicates to large plastic deformation during their formation. This increase in the share of plastic deformation is reflected by the formation of shallow deformed holes between the facets. Participation of ductile fracture in the central zone comprises not more than 5 to 10% of the fracture surface.

**Fig. 12. Microscopic view of fracture of steel HTK 900H in delivery state** [4], [11]: a) zone under mechanical notch; b) central zone. Test temperature: −40°C, non-etched state, SEM

6. Conclusions

In the study, three different low-alloy boron steels with high resistance to abrasion wear were the subject of comparison analysis. During carried out chemical analyzes it was demonstrated that strictly selected chemical composition of these steels allows to obtain high strength while maintaining relatively high levels of elongation and impact strength. Obtaining a beneficial indicators of impact work results directly from the similar microstructure of investigated steels. Research using light and electron microscopy methods showed the presence in them coherent carbide phases mainly distributed within the martensite laths. Such a distribution of precipitates blocks a dislocation movement, causing strengthening of the steel. Coherent composition of carbide phases in the investigated steels also excludes the possibility of chipping them from the metallic matrix.

Fractographic analysis showed that all analyzed steels are characterized by significant participation of ductile fracture. After impact test at temperature of +20°C there are visible large plastic lateral areas and fine-grained central zone. Relatively large lateral areas with plastic features and clearly marked zone of ductile fracture under mechanical notch are retained even at the lowest test temperature, especially in case of steel Hardox 500. At temperature of −40°C fracture of steel Hardox 500, in central zone, is characterized also through randomly distributed fragment of ductile and cleavage fracture. Fragments of cleavage fracture are characterized through fine facets with occurring slip. Steels B27 after hardening and tempering and Hardox 500 in delivery condition achieve similar value of impact strength. For these steels values of impact strength remain above the taken criterion of minimum impact strength equal to 35 J/cm², which is adapted for structural materials in many applications, in whole temperature range of the test.
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